A call for proposed sessions

We are pleased to invite you to submit a proposed session, by **February 16, 2020**

**CREST 2020 Conference**

*formerly TeachLivE™ Conference*

**May 20-22, 2020**

Deep & Deeper Learning
Building Bridges between Technology & Education

1st Annual CREST Conference @ University of Central Florida

We welcome proposals covering all aspects of simulation in relation to education, aligning with the mission of Center for Research in Education Simulation Technology. This year's theme focuses on education using technology in a broader sense, including, but not limited to:

- Interactive Performance
- Corporate and military educational training
- Simulation use in Teacher Preparation & Development (e.g., TeachLivE™ or Mursion)
- General Simulation Research & Technology leading to learning outcomes
- Use of multi-modal technology-driven data to determine student learning

Initial proposal requested by **Sunday, February 16, 2020**

[Submit Session Proposal](#)

Conference tickets @ Eventbrite

- Session abstract by **Sunday, March 15**
- Single-slide PowerPoint poster by **Sunday, May 3**
- Proposals subject to peer review.
- Conference proceedings will be available online.

Link to submit abstract and poster provided, once proposal is accepted.

[TeachLive.org](https://teachlive.org)